
Return to the workplace confidently with the Mesa divider series. Wrap + Slide + Acrylic

Our Mesa divider series inspires confidence in the workplace by creating a simple yet effective partition between workstations and your neighbor.

Quickly transform open plan spaces into safely separated work environments while adding distinctive design and confidence to your office landscape.

Mesa Wrap
WD-4828-XX, WD-6028-XX, WD-7228-XX
Finishes: Iced Grey, Charcoal
List Price: 48" $663.00, 60" $830.00, 72" $863.00

- The wrap divider allows you to reclaim the privacy of your workspace by providing three protective surfaces that wrap around your desk.
- Upgrading the level of comfort and security from your typical one sided divider, wrap divider is ideal to aid in the transition to the new office norm respecting the division between workers.
- Acoustical properties allow for noise reduction in an open office floor plan.

Mesa Slide
SD-2424-XX
Finishes: Ash, Slate
List Price: $330.00

- Create privacy and security by simply sliding the Mesa Slide divider onto the desk worksurface.
- Ultimate flexibility. Transfer your protective barrier by grabbing the slide and taking it with you to the cafeteria or a meeting.
- Acoustical properties allow for noise reduction in an open office floor plan.

Mesa Acrylic
ADD-**-**
Finishes: Acrylic
List Price: Starting at $278.00

- Create separation and prioritize infection control with this easy-to-sanitize acrylic divider.
- Construct a more private working space while still allowing for an open office feel.
- With a range of sizes available, it’s a simple addition to your current configuration.